“Find out how and why…

A Group of Multi-Millionaire Marketers
Persuaded a Band of ‘eBay Warriors’ to
Tell The Whole Truth About How They
Amassed Their Personal Fortunes
... surprisingly…they held nothing back”

Why did an influential group of 9 Mail Order and Internet Millionaires,
who between them have sold more than $100 million worth of products,
decide they wanted to interrogate six of the most financially successful
eBay experts?
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The answer to that question could be simply… idle curiosity. But what these
ebay experts actually revealed during their individual cross examinations, sent
shockwaves through this mega-rich gallery of inquisitive entrepreneurs.
If you were one of the many wise buyers of The Internet Profits Formula,
you’ll have learned that Todd Taylor is on course to turn over an incredible $6
million in ebay sales this year. You’ve probably also realized that selling on ebay
offers anyone and everyone a real opportunity of becoming seriously rich.
But, The Internet Profits Formula is only the tip of the iceberg and Todd
Taylor is just one big player. Now, you can find out more about what goes on
behind the scenes, as other ebay millionaires talk openly and frankly to some of
the best known names in the world of Mail Order and Internet marketing.

‘Sale By Auction’ – The Secret Sessions is uncut dialogue of interviews with
six of the world’s top eBay Millionaires and their ‘undercover’ methods of
making money on ebay.
These covert operations are devastatingly effective. And this is stealth
marketing at its most powerful level.
But why was this programme ever put together? Why should people who are
already unbelievably rich want to know about ebay sellers and their secret
methods and strategies?

In the hot seat and ready to talk are…
Armand Morin
Type Armand's name into any search engine and you'll
know you are dealing with one of the top Internet
Entrepreneurs of our time. Armand talks about how
he uses eBay to crank out little money making
machines!
During his interview Armand demonstrates exactly how he buys cheap,
poorly executed, or poorly marketed websites and "flips" them quickly on
eBay. He also keeps many of them and turns them into hands free money
machines! Let Armand show you STEP BY STEP how to find and flip or
find and profit from these little gold mines on eBay!

The product sourcing expertise of CHRIS MALTA
Do any research on drop shipping or wholesaling on
the Internet or eBay and you'll find Chris as the hands
down, number one expert. Chris is the foremost expert
on both topics. He is best known as the founder of the
Dropship Source Directory and Light Bulk Wholesale
Directory.
His knowledge is so solid that he was recently asked by eBay itself to host
a weekly "product sourcing" radio programme to help educate others
on how to find products to sell on eBay. Don't listen to anyone else about
wholesaling or drop shipping until you've heard this guy. Chris was

interviewed for a few hours and offered so many good ideas you'll never be
able to implement them all!

Spend nearly three hours with creative eBay expert
JIM COCKRUM
Jim is the author of the all time best selling eBay success
eBook entitled "The Silent Sales Machine Hiding on
eBay". His newsletter is read by over 110,000 eBay
enthusiasts and he's helped thousands of people find
success on eBay. Jim talks freely about how to find a niche
on eBay and how to easily automate your whole business so you can avoid
getting "trapped" in your eBay business.
The last thing you want to do is trade a 40 hour per week career job for a 60
hour per week eBay job, but sadly that's what many do. Learn how to avoid
this trap and actually make money on eBay “autopilot”. Jim does it himself
and he shows you how.

One of the most sought after eBay trainers in the world, SYDNEY
JOHNSTON
Sydney is known for her "Auction Genius" course that has
taught thousands how to have success on eBay. Sydney is
another very creative mind when it comes to profiting from
eBay. She teaches you to see eBay as a source of leads for
ANY business and how anyone can profit from their eBay
customers again and again for a lifetime - rather than
settling for one customer per auction.
In other words Sydney will show you how to use eBay to build a residual
income. Learn why Sydney says that, "eBay is the EASIEST place to make
money that I know of!"

"Flipping" Expert, DALE CALVERT
Hear Dale reveal how he makes money buying items on
eBay and FLIPPING them back on eBay with a couple of
small listing changes that get him more customer views,
more bids and far higher selling prices than he bought the

item for.
Hear exactly how Dale earns several thousand dollars each and every
weekend using eBay in creative ways you've never thought of!

All of these eBay experts have a different business model, a different way of doing business
on eBay. This means you have lots of ideas to choose from so that you can pick those that
best suit you. Many of these are “Renegade Ideas” that eBay doesn’t want you to know
about!
And that’s just the beginning...
Sit back and listen (or read) over 14 hours of secrets that nobody else will tell you about
eBay!
You'll Discover:

How to spot “gaps” in the market you can fill for HUGE profits!

How to build a multi-million dollar eBay business selling a simple 50 pence
product!

How to make money when someone else sells something on eBay!

How to sell just one item a day and make up to £3,750 a month!

The nine products that sell best on eBay!

How to get paid up to £20 for each person who visits someone else's website!

A simple “trick” to escalate the price you get for what you sell!

A simple hidden strategy that sets you above and apart from all other online auction
sellers!

How to get PRIVATE ACCESS to a secure, secret location where you can instantly
get all the huge-profit eBay items you want!

The one “buzzword” that will always get you the lowest rock-bottom prices
from wholesalers!

How to keep other eBay competitors from knowing how much you're making! Fly
under the radar with this little-known secret!

How to have dozens – or even hundreds – of tiny little websites making you big profits
every single month! You sit back and... Collect the Cash!

A fatal flaw in Google's Adwords Pay-Per-Click System that could spell big
profits for you!

Here's a secret advantage you can gain on eBay by adding one simple ingredient.

The ONE MINUTE Secret Weapon used by the PROS to spy on their competition!

How to get “bulk pricing” without buying in bulk!

Say these words to increase your sales up to 300%...or more!

Don't take my word for it...
These are the secrets that only a few people know... until now!
Yes, now we will blow the lid off these little-known secrets and show you “the real
way” to make a fortune on eBay!

In fact – many of these secrets uncovered during these interviews are the exact opposite of
the money-making ideas inside all the books and seminars on how to profit on eBay!
Want more numbers?
Okay - here are just a few of the success stories you'll discover:

£973.04 A MONTH from a website created in hours – and it regularly brings in £750
to £1,000 a month! And how you can do something just like it!

How one man “accidentally” brought in £2.1-MILLION Pounds in 12 weeks –
and now brings in around £2-MILLION every single year... And how you can copy
his accidental secret!

How a mild-mannered schoolteacher from Atlanta Georgia made $2,017.59 in her first
week!

How an 11 year old girl will have $180,000 in the bank before she leaves high
school thanks to eBay!
Yes it's true! You will discover all these money-making stories, including how one 11 year
old girl has already made thousands of dollars on eBay!
Listen closely – if an 11 year old child can make thousands of dollars on eBay, then anyone
can! In fact, you will meet all of the successful people I just mentioned above and many
more – by simply sitting back and playing the 16 powerful CD's!
Yes, just play these 16 CD's and glance at the 327 pages of transcripts. That's it! This makes
it so simple and easy to quickly absorb these amazing insider secrets in these private
interviews!

But I must warn you many of these ideas may seem a bit controversial ... but they are
all legal, ethical, and being done RIGHT NOW by others on eBay!
For example, you will discover:

The buying secret that “Pros” use to steal their own eBay purchases at the best
price.

A truly “ruthless” marketing technique you can use to sell ANYTHING on eBay
FAST!

How you can sell thousands of products without ever stocking or shipping a single
item!

Use simple technology to run a HUGE eBay operation with a tiny staff.

Discover how to sell stuff to everyone who visits your auction and not just the
winning bidder!

5 sneaky tricks that let you dominate your competition!
And many more!
Some of these secrets are exactly the opposite of what everyone else on eBay is doing! These
are secrets you'll never discover in all the eBay money-making books! In fact, as mentioned
earlier, even eBay does not want you to know about some of these strategies!

For example:
Why being an “eBay Power Seller” can be dangerous to your wealth! Don't
make that your goal.

Two elements you must include in any eBay listing to launch a bidding war for your
products! But eBay won't tell you about it...

The wealth making secret of having multiple accounts on eBay... this one secret
alone has the power to make you rich! eBay allows this but once again, won't tell you
about it.

Affiliate marketing tricks to sell thousands of other people's products on eBay... No
stocking, no shipping, no inventory!

Simple changes you can make to someone else's listing that will net you TONS
of money!

Why the tried and proven mail order “two step method” works without fail for online
auction marketing.

How to make the most money with secret “backside of eBay” sales techniques.

How to turn your “About me” eBay page into a 24/7 big-time profit generator.

Quickly ‘hijack' a list of up to 100,000 eBay users without violating any eBay
policies.

Why Car Boot Sales are not the way to make it BIG on eBay despite what you've
heard.

Why most of what you currently know about selling on eBay is probably wrong!

Why the eBay help menu is a good place to learn the basics of selling on eBay, but it's
not where you should go to learn a strategy for SERIOUS success.

Yes, not even eBay corporate headquarters wants you to know these secrets and many
others don't want you to know either. Why?
Because...
Many of the golden secrets of how to “really” get rich on eBay do not make any
profits at all for the giant eBay corporation.

THIS IS THE SHOCKING TRUTH: It is not in eBay's best interest for you to know
many of these secrets. In fact, they make a great deal more money if you never know many
of these amazing secrets.

But we don't care!

Even though some of these secrets are a bit creative – each one is perfectly legal, moral and
ethical and NONE of them violate eBay policy... so why shouldn't YOU use them?
We are so sick and tired of all the lies and worthless information that is being spread around
about how to make money on eBay. 99% of the books, seminars and other information
being sold today is TOTAL RUBBISH!
Why trade in a tedious 9 to 5 job working for someone else for a tedious 9 to 5 job working
for eBay? There is a better way...
Most of the "how to sell on eBay" information in the world tells you the same old story and
that the majority of people selling on eBay are doing the same thing to make money on eBay.
But the majority is almost always wrong! And the people who are making the maximum
amount of money on eBay are using secrets that few others know about!
And I’m Not Done Yet...

GET YOUR CASH UP FRONT! How to get your customers to pay for their order
before you lay out a single dime for inventory. Make Drop Shipping WORK THE RIGHT
WAY. The foremost authority in the world on Internet Drop Shipping tells you how.

More than 400,000 people are making money on eBay in spite of all the
absolutely stupid things they're doing! The products they are selling can make up to
£8,247 a month, but you have an advantage and could do far better!

How you can buy and sell property on eBay without leaving home – and double
your money every time...In as little as 7 days and without a broker!

A simple low-cost software tool that will create cash-pulling auctions for you in a
heartbeat!

How to BULLET-PROOF your ideas – and keep other people from stealing
your secrets and strategies!

How to make big profits with a digital product that practically everyone with a mobile
phone wants badly!

A simple technique to create and sell Internet businesses , even if you don't know the
first thing about building websites or don't even want to touch a computer!

There is ONE eBay competitor that you should be watching - and how to find
them.

The one product you can sell that almost NEVER gets cancelled. The monthly
cheques can come in for years and never stop!

Ten pence on the pound! How to jump start your profits with deep-discounted
closeouts.

How to create a simple system to re-sell to your buyers over and over again –
WITHOUT paying eBay fees!

How to buy highly profitable businesses on eBay for PENNIES!
And much, much more!
These little-known secrets can give you an almost unfair advantage over all of the other
people on eBay!
You will have an amazing shortcut that can take you to the top super fast! You will
instantly “leap-frog” over the other eBay sellers and quickly rise to the top!
I spent the last 2 days going over all of the secrets in this HUGE set of Essential eBay
interviews programme and I have already told you about some of the secrets in this letter.
However, there's more! Much, much more!

Here are a few more of the other secrets that I can't wait to give you when you
invest in this powerful programme:

How to be ahead of the pack and avoid offering the same products everyone else is
trying to sell in “overcrowded categories”.

How you can sell “information products” for higher prices – on or OFF eBay
using eBay as your traffic source.

Low cost digital items that sell like crazy for big profits.

How to sell the same thing other people are selling – and run circles about
them!
A complete rags-to-riches business template to take you from zero to a million dollar empire... in
just 12 month...by someone who has done it .
This “eBay Essential Interviews” programme is truly incredible and will be the
source of countless “penny dropping moments! You will discover a treasure-trove of
amazing eBay money-making secrets that will shake you to the core!

Here's how these secrets were discovered...
Remember, the mastermind group I told you about above? The $100-Million Roundtable
Group as they are called decided to move into the exciting new world of eBay in a major
way! Their goal was to make hundreds of millions of dollars...
YES, THEY WERE THINKING BIG!
But they were not stupid. For example, they knew that nobody ever makes hundreds of
millions of dollars by accident. It takes a lot of time, work and effort. And that's exactly what
they are doing! They also knew they didn't want to "follow the herd" on their way to
success...
So they burnt the midnight candle for weeks to discover the real eBay authorities that
could teach them!

They put in hundreds of hours and spent thousands of dollars on every eBay moneymaking program they could get their hands on...

They attended eBay seminars and training workshops...

And they've hired the top eBay wealth experts and soaked up all their wisdom, leaving
nothing to chance and no stone unturned.

Finally, they contacted the world's leading eBay experts and grilled them for the answers to
this question:

"Who is making the most money on eBay and what are they doing?”
They were shocked and amazed by what they discovered!

Here are some more of the secrets that the research uncovered...
These secrets will now be yours when you invest in the “Essential eBay Interviews”
Programme:

How to start a profitable eBay business for less than £50!

You will find out why you should probably avoid the items that show up on most lists
of “best selling” eBay products!

You will discover the right “tools” you need to capture every potential customer who
visits your auction.

The simple formula for creating original products of your own!

How to generate a lifetime of cash from your eBay sales!

You'll discover how to team up with other eBay sellers and quickly make even MORE
money than you could on your own!

You'll see how you can get paid for many years for doing one thing on eBay, one time
only!

You'll discover the “snooping” techniques that will ensure you do business with the
right companies!

How to spot hidden treasures and re-sell them for big bucks!

How to get instant access to over 2 MILLION products from Pre-Qualified
‘Genuine' Wholesalers ready to work with you.

How to “steal” hot selling products at local auctions.

A simple yet overlooked eBay feature that can save you thousands of pounds!

Avoid fake wholesalers posing as the real thing.

A dirt cheap way to get someone else to do all the work, while you make most of the
profits!

How to turn people's “frustration” into a profitable business.

Discover a single resource for tons of talent you can re-sell and pay them pennies on
the pound for their work!

Turn every day errands into cash!

How to make huge money buying items on eBay!

This one simple and easy thing you can do after each eBay sale you make that can
easily be worth thousands of dollars.

How to turn eBay into your powerful “Silent eBay Sales Machine.”

The “no effort” way to use eBay for your product development.
eBay is growing like crazy! Millions of new people are discovering this massive
Internet shopping empire every month!
All of these people are there for one reason: To spend more money!

And with a marketplace as BIG and HUNGRY as this – it's not surprising that so many
people are able to make so much money with almost no effort!

The fact that thousands of people are making money on eBay in spite of all the
things they are doing wrong is all the proof you need to quickly make a fortune!
Just go into the same business, cut out the mistakes others are making and watch as all 'their'
money comes flooding in to you! This is a simple secret. But don't let this fool you. You see,
this is a powerful secret that can make you rich!
You Will Get the Ultimate Secrets To Cash In on the £12 Billion
eBay Shopping Empire!
Simply pop these 16 CD's into your home or car stereo system and experience the incredible
money making power of the £12 Billion a year ‘eBay' bonanza! As you'll see and hear, this
could easily make you set for life!
eBay is the ultimate way to make money! And our “eBay Essential Interviews”
programme is the greatest way that you can make money by tapping into eBay's 114-million
users across 28 countries!
Yes, selling on eBay is an easy way to tap into a GIANT GLOBAL MARKETPLACE
of over one hundred and fourteen million people! And this huge online shopping
empire is growing by leaps and bounds!
Over 80,000 new shoppers are signing up every day!
And these people are all sharing in a fortune! How much? That's the shocking part! You see,
right now as you're reading this – eBay is generating an average of..... $1,000.00 EVERY

SECOND!
And how much is that? At one thousand dollars a second, you'd bring in:
$60,000.00 a minute!
$1,000,000.00 every 17 minutes!
$3,600.000.00 an hour!
$28,800,000.00 in a single 8-hour period!
As you can see, $1,000 a second is over TWENTY EIGHT MILLION DOLLARS in

just one 8 hour day!

Now you know how eBay's income is quickly adding up to billions of dollars in just one
short year!
Yes, BILLIONS are now being made on this huge ‘eBay' global empire!
Over $24-Billion a year, to be exact!
And in a minute I'll reveal some Breaking eBay News that could help you make huge
sums of money!
But first, a quick re-cap. Here's what we've covered so far:

eBay has 114 million shoppers who are searching for a variety of the same products
that are sold in the “Global Shopping Centre”

Over 80,000 new shoppers are discovering eBay every day!

80,000 new shoppers who are signing up every day is 560,000 people a week! Yes,
that's nearly 2.5 million new shoppers a month who are discovering the joy of shopping on
eBay!

eBay is growing like crazy... with no end in sight as they expand globally - and you can sell
Internationally easily!

This global shopping empire is exploding with growth! Some experts say that
there will ultimately be over 500,000,000 shoppers on eBay! That would be over
HALF-A-BILLION people who love shopping on eBay!
eBay shoppers are spending $1,000.00 a second...and climbing!

And here's where it reaches the boiling point:
RIGHT NOW – over 750,000 people are already making full or part- time incomes on
eBay!!

And what's causing this explosion of growth?
Well, that's the most important news about eBay! You see...

The reason eBay is exploding with growth is the amazing fact that it's not just an Internet
Auction Site anymore!
Yes, eBay has reinvented itself! Until recently, eBay has been the world's largest online
auction. But now they have set their sights on a much bigger global market: Online Retailing!
This is still brand new – and our “Essential eBay Interviews” programme will show you
how to cash in with it!
eBay has entered the multi-billion dollar world of online retailing! And this could be
worth a fortune to you! Many of the biggest retail giants are now on eBay! These
companies didn't earn their massive fortunes by accident. They know that eBay has the one
thing they desperately need :
Tens of millions of eager online buyers who are searching for what they sell!
These world's largest retailers plan to make an even bigger fortune by joining forces with one
of the biggest online shopping empires in the world!
They know that the three secrets to success in retailing are:
1. Location!
2. Location!!
3: Location!!!
And anyone can easily see that the hottest Internet location for their retail store is eBay!
We realise this too and are therefore thrilled to offer you this tremendous programme
that shows you how to cash in on the ever-growing eBay Internet Shopping Empire!
Whether you've already got a website, or you're thinking of getting one, this programme
gives you hundreds of insider secrets that are making people rich right now! Any one of the
ideas you'll get on this programme could easily be worth thousands of pounds to you.
Combined, they represent a pure goldmine of cash generating tips, tricks, and strategies you
can instantly put to use!

What You'll Receive:
You'll be amazed at the amount of material you'll receive when you send for this powerful
programme! Inside this amazing “eBay Essential Interviews” package, you will find:

The Complete “eBay Essential Interviews” programme pictured
below...featuring 15 top Internet and eBay Marketing Experts!
Plus...

The 332 Page “eBay Essential Interviews” Programme Transcripts!
All yours for just...

YOU HAVE NOTHING TO LOSE BECAUSE...
You Are Protected By Our Amazing, Risk Free Guarantee!

The “eBay Essential Interviews!” programme is fresh, new, and unlike anything you've seen
before regarding eBay! It's jam packed with proven principles that are making people huge
amounts of money right now — not just potential ideas that “might” work.
But as powerful as I know this programme is, I know that you may be sceptical... and
you have good reason to be. After all, with all the money that's being made on the Internet,
there is a lot of rubbish out there. A lot of people claim to know how to make money on the
Internet...
But how much money are they really making?
This programme is NOT full of pipe dreams and unproven ideas.
What you're getting is proven, rock solid money making tips, tricks and strategies
from the eBay Marketing Experts who know how to make huge amounts of money
on eBay!
My guarantee protects you in every way! I want you to be fully protected... So here's
my guarantee to you...

Guarantee! When the package arrives, spread everything out on your floor or
kitchen table. Look everything over. Then listen to the entire 16 CD Audio Programme. If
you feel I didn't give you everything I promised, I'll buy it back from you. No questions
asked. Just send everything back to me for a fast, no quibble refund.

Guarantee! You can use all the secrets and methods for up to 60 days! Prove
to yourself that the secrets we reveal really do work and can make you all the money you
want! If, within 60 days, you're not convinced this works for you, you can still send
everything back for a full refund!

Guarantee! If you don't feel that this amazing “Essential eBay Interviews”
programme has the potential to make you at least 10-times the cost of this package within a
very short time, send it back for a complete refund. You must be convinced that this
programme has the potential to make you at least £1,770.00 quickly — or you get a fast and
friendly refund.

My Three Way, Risk-Free Guarantee protects you in
every way!
This amazing guarantee makes it virtually impossible for you to say “no” to this offer. So, to
buy now using your credit or debit card, just click on the PayPal button below, or if you
prefer to pay by cheque or Postal Order, Click here to download the NO-RISK Priority
Order Form. Prove to yourself that this really is everything I said it is — and more!
This “eBay Essential Interviews!” Program can change your life!
DO THIS NOW — for yourself, your family, and for your future! I look forward to
sending you the complete “eBay Essential Interviews” programme in the very near future!

£xxxxx xxxxx postage, packing & insurance
P.S. If making more than £100,000 a year by working two (flexible) hours a day, without the
need for experience or capital and with no risk appeals to you.....then what are you waiting
for?.....order this fantastic offer and start making money right away.
P.P.S. Remember.....you are covered by my 100% satisfaction guarantee.....so you have
absolutely nothing to lose!!
P.P.P.S. Remember this is almost certainly your only opportunity to get hold of this
fantastic offer at this ridiculously low price. Don’t be one of those who miss out - order
NOW to avoid disappointment!!

